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Abstract: The use of incomplete pole figure data for
defining the orientation distribution function (ODF) in
a polycrystalline material is of great practical impor-
tance, because it enables the use of experimental data
from a simplified measurement. The present paper pro-
vides the source text of a computer program for calcu-

lating the coefficients of ODF series expansion, Cuv
The data for computations are in the form of incomplete
pole figures of rhombic symmetry as determined by the
back reflection or transmission technique for crystal-
line solids of the cubic system. Also described is the

numerical method of determining the coefficients Cv,
and the results so obtained are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Quantitative texture analysis is of fundamental impor-
tance in investigations of the properties of a polycrystal-
line material and its behaviour during recrystallization or
deformation. A method which procides an unambiguous repre-
sentation of the orientation distribution of crystallites in
the polycrystalline aggregate is known as three-dimensional
texture analysis. It defines a way of determining, on the
basis of experimental data (pole figures or sets of single
orientations) the three-dimentionsal orientation distribu-
tion function (ODF) of the crystallites, from which the re-
lations between texture and the anisotropic properties of
the material can also be derived,

The method of three-dimensional texture analysis now
finds wide applications for solving various kinds of problems
involving textures. Hence methodical analyses of the
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applicability of the three-dimensional technique with various
kinds of experimental data becomes necessary and desirable.
Among these, how the incomplete pole figure data can be used
for orientation distribution analysis is obviously needed, z’

We present here a source text of a computer program to

calculate the coefficients Cu of the series expansion of an

ODF. The data for the computation are in the form of incom-
plete pole figures of rhombic symmetry determined for mater-
ials having cubic crystal structure.

First, we shall describe the numerical .method of finding

Cu; and the results obtained by executing the program will

be discussed. Next, we shall present the structure of the
program, the way it functions and the range of computations
it can carry out.

The presented program is a supplement to the standard

system of computer routines to compute the coefficients Cu

using complete pole figures, and to determine the values of
ODF’s, pole figures and inverse pole figures. -
Method of Determining Coefficients C on the Basis of Incom-
plete Pole Figures

When deriving a three-dimensional orientation distribu-
tion on the basis of pole figures we take advantage of the
fact that the sought ODF, f(g), and the general axis distri-
bution function, A(h,y) [pole figures Ph(Y) correspond to
sections A(h=const,y)], presented in the form of series of
spherical functions have identical expansion coefficients,

CUU

(y) ()

() ()

Symmetrical spherical functions, of the surface version (h),
(y) and the generalized ones T 9 (g), form complete orth-

ogonal systems. Hence, if we adopt the condition of the mean-
square approximation of a given function A(h,y) by the series
(i)

R A(h,y) C k (h) (y) dydh min (3)
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then the value of C is given by the relation

’4’’ y dydh. (4)

Conditions of measurements define the set {hl,yj } for

which the values hl (yj) are determined. As is known, it is

restricted. For instance, for a metal crystallizing in the
cubic system only Ip 3 or 4 pole figures (i i, 2, 3, 4)
can be measured with sufficient accuracy. In turn, measure-
ments made by one technique along (back-reflection or trans-
mission) provide incomplete figures (Figure i). Therefore,

RO (90=.0

ND (0.0

Figure i. Pole figure regions accessible for back-
reflection (BR) and transmission (BT) technique.

we must replace equation (3) by the expression

max
hi hi(Y) C 4 k(h) k(y) dy min

(5)

where Nhl denotes the coefficients normalizing the measured

values of the pole figure, hi(Y).
Let us assume the case of incomplete figures B i < B0

(Figure i). In order to determine the values of C
now, we make use of the fact that it follows from the normal-
ization condition of the functions f(g) and A(h,y) that C0.I

i. Next, differentiating equation (5) with respect
to C (’ 0) and Nhl, yields after some manipulations

the following set of equations 2
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Emax

, C u FI0"Iu’
where

Fu’9u’ q (hi) ’ (hi) uu’ u’, , (i) e, (hl)
P(h i)

4 U(h p(hiq (hl) 2+i’ i

(6)

(7)

(8)

(hi) Phi(Y) u (y) dy (9)

162 :*U,’ :U(h(hi) ’i"’+i) (2’+i) k (h

, (i) (y) k, (y) dy

B i

(i0)

(ii)

P(hi /B
i

[hi(Y ]2 dy. (12)

The coefficient normalizing the measured pole figure

values Phi(Y) is equal

max
1 (hi)Nh i Cu uq (13)

The high degree of the system of equation (6) makes it
impossible to solve without the use of a computer. For ex-
ample, for cubic symmetry of the crystallographic lattice and
rhombic symmetry of the measured pole figures we have for the
orders of series expansion max 18, 20 and 22 the respective
numbers of 78, I00 and 124 equations.

This method [relations (6) to (13)] is used to determine
u and Nh in the computer program includedthe values of C i

in this paper.
uu values is similar to thatAnother way of finding C
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which is used in the case of complete pole figures. It con-
sists of the following procedures.

(a) Calculation of the coefficients F/,(hi of the series

expansion of the surface spherical functions (y) of the pole

Phi (Y)

N(/,)

Phi(Y) N’-hihi(Y) F/,(hi) k/,(y). (14)

/,-0

The mean-square approximation condition now has the form

r iPhi(Y) F/,(hi k/,(y) dy min. (15)

As before, we make use of the fact that the pole figure nor-

malization condition imposes the value F (hi 4. Differ-

entiating the expression (15) with respect to F9,, (h.) (,’ # O)

and with respect to N--hl yields the system of equations

max
y/,/,, (hi) F 9/,(hl) 4 Y0/,’ (hi) (16)

where

Y/,/,, (h i

9(h p*9P/, i /,, (hi)
’,’(’h"’) ’’’/,, (i) (17)

and p(hi) and 99’/, /,/,, (i) are given by equations (9) and (Ii),

respectively. The normalization coefficient Nhi is

1 F (hi) p9Nhi ’(hi’)’" /, /,(hi)" (18)

(b) Determination of the values of Cuv from the coef-

ficients Fv(h (just as in the case when pole figures meas-

ured in the complete range are available, l,s

This way of computing the values of Cuv takes account

of the specific form of the data which are used for approxi-
mating the general function of axis distribution, i.e. pole
figures or, in other words, the cross sections (A(h=const,y)
Such data bear the name of nested data. 7
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Some Comments on he Precision of Coefficient CDetermination

by taking the mean-squareWe obtain the values of C
approximation of measured pole figure data by employing the

finite functional series (i). The error A2C which burdens

the values of Cu9 determined in this way is affected by the

following factors
(i) experimental errors of the measured results, i.e.

pole figures [the effect of measurement error can be accounted
for by introducing into equation (5) the weight function
w(h,y), assuming, e.g., that w(h,y) I/S 2(Ph ), where S (PhY Y
denotes the variance estimator of the pole figure of plane
h at point y]

(2) termination of the series expansion at a finite value
of max;

(3) numerical integration of the pole figure [the inte-

grals p(hl) and P(hi

(4) the accuracy of the used tabular data and algebraic
rounding-offs which are made by the computer during program
execution.

Let us assume that the first two of these factors bear
a dominating effect on the precision of the determined value

This is justifiable on the grounds of experience.of C
Frequently, it is assumed that all weights are identical,
i.e., w(h,y) constant.

evaluate the values of A2C, whichWe can then corre-

spond to the coefficients Cuu determined on the basis of the

system of equations (6), by means of the relation

C9 (F-*)uu Rmi..n. (19)J- K

where

(F-*) uuuu denotes the diagonal term of the inversed matrix

of coefficients of the system of equations (6), Rmln is the
value of expression (5) which is obtained after the calculated

I

values of C and Nhi are inserted,J= Ji, Ji being the

number of points at which the values of the hi plane’s pole
max

measured, and K K(max) 1 is the numberfigure were

of unknown coefficients C
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Considering the fact that the nested data are used, we
must be careful when using formula (19) that the following
conditions are fulfilled.

max
min (Ji) > k and I > M(%max), where k 1

In a similar way we assess the precision of the coeffi-

cients FV

4 (hi) calculated by means of the set of equations (16).

We then have

A 2 v rmin
F4(hi) (Yi) 44 Ji- k (20)

where

i) v denotes the diagonal term of the inversed matrix of

coefficients of the system of equations (16), and rmln is the
value of expression (15) which is obtained after the calculated

values of F4(hi) and Nhl are inserted. The values of A2FV

determined thus can then be used as weights when determining

the coefficients C
4

Discussion of Result8 of Processing Incomplete Pole Figure8

A general idea about the precision of orientation dis-
tribution determination on the basis of incomplete pole fig-
ures is also obtained by comparing the ODF’s. To this aim,

let us introduce the coefficient dIo(I,eo) which defines the

relative root-mean-square deviation of an ODF determined on
the basis of I incomplete pole figures within the range de-
scribed by angle eo from the function determined on the basis
of Io complete pole figures,

6 (I,eo)
[fIeo(g) fIo(g) ]2dg

[fI o(g) fr (g) 2dg

4max
[C (I,eo) Cv(I )] 2

4 o

mgx
i V(l )]2 i2%+1 [C4 o

(21)

where fr(g) 1 represents the equally-probable orientation
distribution.
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The characteristic plot of as a function of eo and I
has been described in detail in Ref. 5. Figure 2a presents
the d plots obtained for I 3 and I 4 (I o 4); they

3,9

2,0

0.6-

Figure 2a. Curves 6;(3,eo) and (4,eo) representing
root-mean-square deviation of ODF’s calculated on the
basis of pole figures determined in back-reflection
technique region (R3 and R4) or in transmission tech-
nique region (T3 and T4). Pole figure values measured
for silver of rolling reduction 90.9%.

correspond to the pole figure region accessible to back-re-
flection techniques (curves R3 and R4). These are supple-
mented by curves (labelled T3 and T4) which correspond to the
area accessible to the transmission_technique. It may be
considered that the value of angle eo beyond which there fol-
lows a steep rise of io(I,eo) marks out the limits of the
measurement of I incomplete pole figures necessary for de-
riving the three-dimensional distribution, In turn Figure
2b shows analogous plots, but obtained for figures featuring
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22.6
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1,6
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0.0
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T3 ’

T31

R4 = R4
| 1R3

0 10 20 30 /,0 50 60 70 80 90

Figure 2b. Curves 6(3,o) and (4,o) representing
root-mean-square deviation of ODF’s calculated on the
basis of pole figures determined in back-reflection
technique region (R3 and R4) or in transmission tech-
nique region (T3 and T4). Pole figure values calculated
from single orientations measured in copper of rolling
reduction 95%. 9

total mutual compatibility (the pole figures have been found
on the basis of measurements of single orientations.

If we compare the values of o for both measuring tech-
niques, we find that when the transmission technique is used
we can waive performing measurements in a range of changes
of angle so almost twice as large as in the case of the back-
reflection method. This is associated with the different
sizes of spherical surface elements to which the measured
values of the pole figures are related, by % sin A8. For
angles near zero we have Ay % 0, hence, values in the vicin-
ity of the center of the figure are strongly attenuated.
Therefore, omission of data from the central region
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of the pole figure affects less drastically, CL9 and ODF

values than would stem from the omission of any values from
the region where s is nearly 90

As follows from the values of the integrals

12 13 12 12

f f sin sdsd8 f f sin sdsd8 /4
0 0 0 /3

(22)

the surface area of the spherical segment described by angles
0 < s < 60 is equal to the area of the spherical surface
described by angles 60 > s > 90 Let us take the angle
So 60 as a hypothetical limit f range equivalence of the
two measuring techniques for the ideal case (equally-probable
crystallite distribution; no errors of experimental data,
series termination, numerical integration, tabular data and
algebraic rounding). As the number of measured pole figures
decreases, the texture components appear, and their sharpness
increases, and owing to the unavoidable occurrence of the
errors just listed, the curves io(I,so) should feature an

increasingly higher o for the back-reflection technique and
and increasingly lower o for the transmission technique.
Analysis of the provided 6 plots corroborates this hypothesis.
This is particularly well seen in Figure 2b, where the data
were in the form of figures featuring total mutual compat-
ibility. The curves of Figure 2a were obtained for measured
figures which were therefore burdened with error of measure-
ment. In this case we observe a rather pronounced deviation
from the predicted traces, especially for the curve labelled
T3. For the curve T4 the steep rise in value begins only
when so > 70, but this can be explained as being due to ran-
dom compensation of errors.

Apart from the parameters I and So, the shape of the d
plot is undoubtedly affected also by the number and type of
the components in the texture of the analyzed sample (their
arrangement in orientation space), and also by the degree of
texture sharpness. The plots presented here are just illus-
trative, and only give a general idea about how the d func-
tion behaves.

CONCLUSION

The presented examples of d function plots allow us to
presume that in the case when rolling textures of cubic metals

are examined the coefficients Cu can be determined on the

basis of incomplete pole figures measured in the ranges as
outlined in the table.

Up-to-date diffractometric equipment adapted for pole
figure measurements 1allows the performance of measurements
in ranges fully qualifying the figures to be processed by the
method presented in the present paper.
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o
back-reflection transmission

method meth0.d.
70 30

60 60

INCOMPLETE POLE FIGURE PROCESSING THE INCPOL COMPUTER
PROGRAM

The INCPOL computer program determines the values of co-
u of the series expansion of orientation dis-efficients C

tribution functions (ODF).
The current version of the program allows the coeffi-

cients CUU up to an order of Zmax 22 to be computed. The

data for computations are in the form of three or four incom-
plete pole figures measured every 5 by the back-reflection
or transmission technique. The ranges of measurement of all
figures must be identical, and the step along both figure co-
ordinates, the radial angle e and the horizontal angle 8,
must be 5.

All parameters and data are entered by the card reader
(logical unit number 2), while the output is via the line
printer (unit number 3). The INCPOL program also makes use
of tabular data files prepared by the INPLIB program. The
device for inputting the tabular quantities (magnetic tape
or disk unit) is assigned logical unit number 7. Moreover,
during computation the program forms a local file on magnetic
tape or disk; the assigned logical unit number is I.

The successive stages of data processing are accomplished
in subroutines united with the master program through COMMON
statements. The functions of the various subroutines are as
follows.

Subroutine METO

Reads the values of the general parameters characteriz-
ing the pr.epared data.
Parameters

I) LFMAX number of measured pole figures (LFMAX - I).
The FORMAT statement is I2.
Permissible values of LFMAX: 3 or 4.

II) XMETH, XBETA- identify the pole figure measuring tech-
nique used and the method by which the figure’s value
is measured for the horizontal coordinate 8.
FORMAT statement: A8,2X,FI0. I.
Permissible values are:

tin this and subsequent sections the positions I, II, etc.
correspond to the successive records (cards) input by the card
reader.
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REFL- back-reflection measurements
XMETH

TRAN transmission measurements

XBETA

0.0 pole figure values measured for angles
8 0-48 + n’AS, n 0,i,...

0.5 pole figure values measured for angles
8 0.5"A8 + n-AS, n 0, 1,...

10 20 30

l,l’]llllil IIII!!!11 lllliilll
rl,lllll.l.l lll[llOl.lC IIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIII IIIIIIII[

,0 50 60 70 0

..llllllfl! IIIII!1II IIII!II!1 ii1111111[111[!1111
i11111111 I1.1.111111 ili!11111 !!1111111111111[111
!11111111 I11111111 i11111111 i!1111111 lllllllli

Figure 3. Example of cards with parameters to METO
subroutine.

Subrout.ne CORINP

Reads values of pole figure, hi(S,8)exp and corrects

them, i.e., the effect of measurement geometry is considered.
The value of a corrected f Lgure is

hi(S,8) c(s)-hi(,8)exp (23)

where c(e) denotes the corrective factor.
Parameters

I) HKL, DF, DFM- identify the Miller indices {hkl} hi
of the pole figure, and the steps of the radial co-
ordinate As and the horizontal coordinate AS, respec-
tively.
FORMAT statement 3FI0.0.
Permissible values are:
HKL 6 [i00, ii0, iii, 102, 112, 122, 103, 113] 2

DF DFM 5.
II) GR- identifies the range of the radia angle (in

degrees) within which pole figure measurements were
made (GR So)

GR R / [0,R] for back-reflection technique

T / s 6 [eT, 90] for transmission technique

FORMAT statement: FI0.0.

Data -Corrective factors c(s) to values hi(S,8)exp,
stored in array TR(I). They are introduced from 0
to eR for back-reflection measurements or from ST to
90 for transmission measurements.
FORMAT statement: 8F10.4.
Values of pole figure hi ’8)exp (stored in array

R(J,I), I - e, J - 8), introduced for successive values
of angle 8 counted from rolling direction to transverse
direction towards increasing values of angle (Figure
i).
FORMAT statement: 20F4.0.

2Cf. description if INPLIB program.
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ResuZt8 The CORINP subroutine rewrites all input values
of parameters and data, and prints the corrected values

of the pole figure, @hi(S,8) [stored in array R(J,I)].

Also, it records the corrected figure on magnetic tape
or disk for subsequent computations (normalization 3)

lO

3 .O
.85

2C5 21!2
!?? I15

2O

2.’3
.05

30 272 292

I] I0 21

3O

.02
307:302
12’92] ]3 05
12: 123

.’.

.00
75 232
110 262

1.3,

55 35 22.
50 !3i6 2/,

70 80

IIIIII

2 21
17 112 I0 !I01

16 113 Io

Figure 4. Example of cards with parameters and data to
CORINP subroutine.

Subrotine TWOINC

Uses a simple method of numerical integration (formula
of trapezoids) to determine values of integrals qZ (hi),
P(hi) and p(hi) according to relations (8), (12) and (9),

respectively.
Parameters and data: hi, As, AS, s o and values of corrected

pole figure Phi(S,8) are transferred via COMMON state-

ment from subroutine CORINP. The subroutine TWOINC also
employs tabular data prepared by program INPLIB, viz.,

the values of Legendre polynomials P1 (e) or their

IlS.Fourier coefficients aI
P(hResult8 The computed values of integrals qo (hi), i

and pg(hi) are stored in arrays Pl(I), P2(I) and

FEX(L,N,I); Z L, 9 N, (h i = I.

Subroutine CINPOL

Determines matrix of coefficients and column of free-
standing terms for set of equations (6), in which the un-

knowns are C p 9 i.e. the coefficients of ODF expansion into

a series.
A standard library subroutine solves the system (6).

Parameters and data: I, so and values of integrals qo*z (h i
P(hi) and p’ (h i are transferred by COMMON statements.

The integrals ’ i’, (i) and 0’ (i) and the values of

:P (h i (stored in arrays MCC, CFWspherical functions k
and XK, respectively) are read from the library file
prepared by the INPLIB program.

3Cf. NOPOLF subroutine.
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Results The values F’Vu’ l’v’, and F0, are arranged in

arrays MCC(J,I) and CFW(J); J - (I’u’9’), I (i9).

After the system of equations (6) is solved the computed

values of Cuu are stored in successive cells of array

CFW (J).
U u are printed out by the lineThe values of C

printer, Figure 5.

i 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 i0 11 12

4 1 -.989 -.062 -2.205

6 1 -.751 3.965 -2.004 -.495

8 1 -.815 .124 .982 2.064 1.014

10 1 1.425 -1.472 -.498 .211 .030 1.535

12 1 -.055 -.603 -.015 .026 -1.057 -1.212 .414

12 2 -1.537 .293 -2.149 1.752 .615 -.757 .475

14 1 -1.226 -.109 .554 -.766 .229 -.896 -.160 -.736

16 1 1.235 .264 -.535 .109 -.174 -.034 .915 .358 .088

16 2 .406 -.715 1.663 .937 -.408 .654 .178 .444 .604

18 1 .049 .353 .489 .025 -.399 -.295 .133 .315 .528 -.196

18 2 .670 -.470 .103 -.811 .404 -.045 -.482 .460 .318 -.379

20 1 .165 .064 .041 -.060 -.020 .022 -.015 -.018 -.021 -.000 -.025

20 .162 -.128 .086 .024 .006 -.049 .042 .002 -.021 .007 -.030

22 1 -.002 .259 -.003 -.026 -.025 -.037 .000 -.001 .011 .035 -.006 .008

22 2 -.391 .193 -.036 -.012 .061 0.23 .023 -.010 .019 .031 001 -.016

5. Array of ODF coefficientsFigure
CINPOL subroutine.

printed by

SubPoutne NOPOLF

On the basis of the Cuu values determined by the sub-

routine CINPOL it computes according to formula (13) the
normalization coefficients Nh i of the corrected pole figures

Phl(e,8). Next, there is normalization of the pole figure,

Phi(e,8) Nhi’hi(e,8). (24)

U I, P(h pV(hl),Parameters and data: Ip, eo, C qo (hi), i

u (hi) are transferred via COMMON statements The cor-

rected values of the pole figures are read in from mag-
netic tape or disk, where they had previously been
recorded by the subroutine CORINP.

RsuZ#8 The line printer outputs the normalization coef-
ficients and the normalized pole figures.
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Comments on the Range of Computations of the INCPOL Program

The INCPOL program is written in the FORTRAN language.
The text included here is the standard version of the program
processing incomplete pole figures. It occupies some 33
kilowords of the computer’s central memory, while the execu-
tion time is about 40 central processor seconds (in the case
of the CDC-CYBER 72 computer).

The admissible values of parameters, i.e. the Miller
indices of the pole figures being processed, their number and
the figure coordinate steps, are dictated by experience in
such measurements. Likewise, the accepted order of series
expansion Zmax 22 to which values of C have to be deter-

mined, corresponds to the standards of calculations made when
processing pole figures of metals crystallizing in the cubic
system. The possibility of a slight modification (a change
in the dimensions of arrays declared in the DIMENSION and
COMMON statements) lets it be used for analyzing any set of
incomplete pole figures measured in the same area B (Figure
i). For instance, the step of the coordinate As or A8 can
be any submultiple of the number 90. It is then only neces-
sary to change the dimensions of the arrays R, TR, D, P,
DESCRI and WORK, namely, R(90/A8 + I, 90/A + I), TR(90/A + i),
D(Emax/2 + i, 90/A + i), DESCRI(90/A8 + i), P(90/A8 + i).
The new size of the array WORK stems from the relation WORK

R + FEX + P1 + P2 + GR.
The root-mean-square approximation method used for de-

termining the values of Cu implies a symmetrical matrix

of coefficients of the system of equations (6) resolved in
subroutine CINPOL [MCC(J,I) MCC(I,J)]. Therefore, it is
possible to considerably reduce the area of computer memory
occupied by the INCPOL program if the set of equations is
solved by a subroutine utilizing only a triangular section
of the coefficient matrix. The MCC matrix recorded column
by column then represents a vector possessing only 7750
elements, whereas the whole matrix has 15376.

Library Program INPLIB

Since the INCPOL program is used in routine computations,
it is advantageous (regarding the shorter time of computer
operation) to record any used tabular data on magnetic tape
or disk. Thus a permanent file becomes formed. The INPLIB
program serves this purpose, and the file is utilized in every
INCPOL program execution.

The parameters and data are input by the card reader
(logical unit number 2), while the results are output onto
magnetic tape or disk (unit number 7). Also, the line printer
(number 3) rewrites the data.
Parameters

XGRL, XGRU, XGRS identify the lower e and upper eu
limits of radial angle changes and the size of the step
Ae (in degrees)
FORMAT statement: 3FI0.1.
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Standard parameter values are: 0, 90 and 5.
,ns of the asso-Data Values of Fourier coefficients a

nciated Legendre polynomials P (@) for:

every 2 from 4 to 22,
n every 2 from 0 to i,
s every 2 from 0 to i.

Values of surface spherical functions of cubic symmetry

k:(hi) for:

hi {hkl}i {i00},{ii0},{iii},{i02},{i12},{122},{i03},{i13"
every 2 from 4 to 22,
every 1 from 1 to M(1).

FORMAT statement: 8F10.6.
Each.value of hi and and n opens a new record, hence,

,ns and
: (hi) can bea new punchcard. The values of a

found in Refs. 1 and 3.

ResuZt8 The line printer rewrites all input values of
: (hi) On magnetic tape or disk a libraryans and k

file is recorded, containing: associated Legendre poly-

nomials P() for every 2 from 4 to 22, n every 2 from

0 to I, and e every u from e to eu; values of function

,ns; integrals uu’k:p(hl); coefficients a 2’ (Co) and

4 0’ (e) [according to relation (ii)] for every

2 from 4 to 22, n every 2 from 0 to i, ’ every 2 from
4 to 22, n’ every 2 from 0 to ’, and uo every Au from

to u-
The program INPLIB is written in FORTRAN. The program

takes up some 31 kilowords, and the time of execution for
standard values of the parameters is about 350 central proces-
sor seconds (CDC-CYBER 72 computer).

PRUGRAM INPUL(IAPE?,TAPEI,IPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE’|PUT’TAPESUUTPUT)

COMMON /SEI/ IN,INP,L|B,IOUT,LTP,LM8

COMMUN /OAI/ HbAU(),ACT(IO)
CUMMUN /PAI LAX,LFMAX
CUMMUN IURI L[FI,LOK,J,I
COMMON /EVUI CFW12),V(1O),XK(lU,2B),NRH(6)
CUMMUN IMEII XHEH,|BETA

[NP=2
]UUT=3
LMB=I
LIB=?
LMAXu22
LMAXuLMAXI2
LOKulU
CALL METO
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DO LIF|=I,LFMAA

CALL CORINP
CALL TWUINC
CONTINUE
CALL CINPOL
CALL NOPOLF
STUP
END

10o0
10ol
50o0

bSuo

SUBRUUTINE HbTU

COMMON /SEll IN,INP,LIB,IOUT,LTP,LM6
COMMON /WEll XMEIH,IBETA
DAIA RMETHIBNREFL I,TMETHIHTRAN
READ(IN,1001J LFMAX
READ(IN,10UOJ XMbTH,XBETA

IFXBETA.EM.O. IBETA=I
IFXSETA.EQ.O.5) IBETA:2
IF(XMETH.E.HMbTH) WRITE(IOUT,SOUU)
IFtXMETH.EU. IMkTN) NRITEtIOUT,550U)
RETURN
FURMAT(AS,2x,F10.1)
FURMAT(|)

FORMAT(1H till’IN ,ZUX,9HPUL FIGURES WERE MEASURED
EAN5 OF BAK REFLECTION METHODI1H ,UX,BU(1H*)tlII)
FORMAT(1H IIII’IH ,X#HPULE FIGURES WERE MEASURED
EANS UF TRANSMISSION METHODIIH ,X,F4(lH*)IIII)
END

BY

BY

luO

1u1

11

SUBROUTINE CUR|NM

DIMENSIUN
COMMON
COMMON /SEll INelNP,LIB,IOUT,LTP.LMB
COMMON IDAII HbAU(2),ACT(10)
CUMHUN IPARI LMAX,LFMAX
COMMON lOMb/ LIFILUK44II
COMMON IMEII XMEIHeI8ETA
DA]A XREFLtHRLFL I,XTAN/HTRAN
READ(INelUUU HKLeDF D.FM
READ(INIUUU
HEAD(LUK/I
HEADtLOK/JzDF
HEAD(LOK/=UFM
]F(|BETA.EM.1) N=90.

J=INT((GHt. UUUlIDF)/I
JJ=J2
|FXMETH.EM.XRFL) 60 TO 100
[I=|NT(GR/.UUUI#IDF)I

[=iN.T((gu./.UUU1)/UF)/I
11=11
GU TO 101
CONTINUE
11=1
12=INTt(GR/.UUUlIDF)/I
ll=l
CONTINUE
READ(INP,1100) T(l), 1=11,12)
DO 10 1=11,12
READ(INP,1 UU) RJ, l) ,J=l ,J)
CONTINUE
WRITE(lUUT51UU) HKL
MRITE(]UUTeUu) HKLReDFGHeDFM
WRITECIUUT,4UUU)TR(I),[=[II)
IF(XMETH.EM.XRFL) RITECIOUTOOO)
IF(XMETH.E.ATRAN) NRITECIOUT,550U)
DO 11 1=11,12
WRITE(IOUT,UO1)LR(J,I)J=I J)
DO O lull,l
DO ZO Ju1,J2
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R(J )=R(J, )*TR
20 CONTINUE

|F (|BETA.EU.2)

DO 5U J=l,J2
30 TR (J) EOFM*I- LUAT(J-1)Z

RITE(IUUT,UU3) HKL
RITE ([UUT,UU) TR{J) J=l J)

XPsDF*F LOAT ’1
HRITE (1UUT3U02) XPS, (R(J,I),Jsl,J2)

6 CON’T NUE
RiT(LHS) R

RETURN
IOUU FORAT(SF1Q.U)
11UU FORHA?(SF1Q.k)
12UO FORMAT (2QF.O)
ZUU FORHAT(1H Z3HINOPLETE POLE FIGURE ,FS.UII3H ANGULAR LIHITS

AND STEP //TH 6Rs,FG.1 FH ORs,Fb. II?H 6Ha,FG.1 (H
DHF6.1)

50U1 FORHAT{1H IlIH ,GXIF6.U)
OU2 FORHAT(1H /1H ,2UF6.O)
]OU3 FORAT(1HIltI1H ,UH CORRECTED
31UU FORAT(1HII/II3X,UH EVIOENCE

OUO FORHAT(1H //llfl YH CORECT[ON
SOUO FORHAT(1H /IIH 18H REFLECTION
SSUO FORHAT(1H illH OH TRANSHISSION

INCO#PLETED POLE FIGURE,FG.0)
FOR POLE FIGURE

COEFFIClENTES/I/b(1H
PART)

PART)

SUBKUUT|NE TOEN

DIMENSIUN hOH(’12)
DIMENSION
CUMMUN H(1YelV)eFEX(lO.12,&),P1(&),P(4)eGR
COHMON /SEll |Ne|NP,LIB,|OUTeLTP,LHB

COMMUN 1OAI/ HAO(22)eACT(10)
COMMON IPAHI LMAX,LFMAX
COMMON /ORb/ LIFI,LUK,J,I
CUMHUN IMEII XMEIHeIBETA
DA|A RHETHIHRbFL I.THETH/SHTRAN
0ATA kORI1

LPI=LHAX*I
DFEflEADTLUKol)
DFuHEADLUKJ
FL|uFLOAT(IU[TAJ

BEX.tDFUFMtXUtXB
XKKU.U*OFH*XBIFL|

XLLs.Q*OF*XH

JPluJ
|FtXMETH.EU.MMTfl)

Iplul

GU TU
COTU

lp|

CUHTIU

DU K
Y$1N(FLOAI(IM-I*OF*XB)

JPJPl-1

0U JXs2JP2

OQ ? JM=IJP1
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P(JP1 =. 5.1" [*P (JP1)
DO U N=I LP1
X=U.U
XNN"F LOA (N"I)*XKK
DU 11 JM=I.JP1

11 X:X+COS (F LUA BI:TA*JH-1 )*XNN)*P (JM)
(IM. E. [p1.0t. IM. EO. P) X=.$*X

D(N, IM)=X
10 CONT NUE

CONT NUE
P(LIFI)zQwBI:x

3 X=X/D(1
P1
[F(DF.E.’.) GO I0 rio
DU ’1 K=I e

711 HEAD(LIB)
71 0 CONT [NUE

LNI=I.M-1
LMP1ZZLIq/l
DO 5 N=I LMP1
IF(,DF,NE,’,,) 6U I0
READ(LIB)
Y=U,U
DO lb IH=IPI,IP2
yz+A(IM) elf(N,

16 CONTINUE
GO TO /’1 4

71. READ(L[B)A
Y=U.U
DO ?1
X-A(1

DO 1/’
/ X=X/A

?’1 5 CONT

) lMulP1 11,)’2

LOAT (IN-1)*ALL

S)*05 (I. LUAT (l S-1 )*Xl

NUE
714 CUNT NUE

Y=U. 5641 BY :S4* *IE X
IF(N.NE.1) (0 TU 1U
yuy,U.7U7106781

8 CONT NUE
FEX (LN1 N, LII
CUNT 1NUE

4 CONT NUE
EEZND LIB
RETURN
ENO

SUBROUTINE CINPUL

REAL
DIMENSION MC(; (124,124)
DIMENSION NO (,1) ,NO (1,), MODHKL (&)
DIMENS[UN AK1 (4) XK, (&) YF1 (4)
COMMON R(lY 19), FEX(lO,12,4) P1(4) PZ(4) GR
COMHON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
DATA
DATA
DATA NO/
DATA NOD
DO 99 [m

Y9 READ(LIB
READ(LIB
DO ?r

77 READ(LIB

SEll IN, INP, LIB, lOUT+ LTP LRB
OAII NI:AI)(22) ,ACT(IO)
PAl(/ LMAXe LFMAX
ORb/ LIFI LOKL|MJ,L|MI
EVDI CFt12) eV (10) XK(lOe2eS) eNRH ()
MEII XMETH IBETA
THI LNRI:F I, TMETHItHTRAN
,01 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,Z,1 ,2,2,2,Zl
,2 3,&,S,6,?,S,,lO,11 ,lZl

HKLIlOU110.111 ,102,11, 122,10-,111
1,75

XK
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LL=Lf4AX/I
DO 1U L|e3,LL

LT1 =I0 (L

LI=LI-2

DU 20 I=I,LI1
FX.U
DO 11 ]PFm’I eLFkX
NU=NRH PF
XKKXK(L[eHI eNU)
XK1 PF

11 FX=FXXKK
FXzU.
DO U NIel,LI
FYz. U
DO 12 IPF:leLFAA
YKKFEX{LI,N1,1PF)*XKI(IPF)
YF1 (lPF):YKK

1 FYaFY+YKKtP1

J:J+l
CFM(J)=VL (FA*ON*CFV(J)’FY)
DO LN:LI, LL
LTKO(LN)
LN2=LM’2

IF{LN.NE.LI) 6U TO 111

0 TO 222
111 HIXzl
2ZE CONTINUE

DO MK:HIXeLTK

DO 1 ]PF:I eLFHAX
NU=NRH(]PF)
X LL=XK LN2 HK NUM)

XK2([PF)=XLL
1 XzXXLL*XKI(IPF)

[F(HK.NE.HI,UR.LN.NE.L]) 6U TU

O TO
J NIX:I
44 CONT NUE

DO 3 NKeNAeLN

DO 4 1PF’I LFAX
1 YY+XK(IPF)*P(iPF)*FEX(LNeNK IPF)*YF1

lzl+l

]FgXMETH.EM.]HTH) GO TO UO
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ZX=.U
1F(LI.Eq. LN.AND.NI.EQ.NK) ZX=I.U
UMCC=ZX-UMC
CONTINUE
ARAVV*(Y-X*UMC)
MCC(JI)AA
IF(I.EQ.J) GU TO 40
MCC(|,J}AHA

CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

CALL HERE YOUR SUBROUTINE FOR SOLVING OF A SET OF
SIMULTANbOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS MITH

MCC MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS
CFW VECTOR UF RIGHT-HAND SIDE

NUMBER OF EQUATIONS
RESULTb SHOULD BE STORED IN CFM ARRAY

MR TE OUT, 33UU
MR TE IOUT ,1UO2)
MR ITE IUUT ,1UpU) (NO( ), I=1, LL)

DO 1U1 Lm3LL
LTLMO(L)
L2"2" (L’I)
DO 101 lml LTL
Jl=J,1

eRITE(IOUTlU01)

JmJ2
lul CONTINUE

RETURN
IOUO FORMAT(1H
10U1 FORMAT(1H
10U2 FORMATC1N IIITH MATRIX

*POLE FIBURES PROBLEM
3300 FORMAT{1HIlIIIII

END

OF C COEFFICIENTS
III)

INCOMPLETE

SUBEUUTINE NUPULF

DIMENSION UESCHI19)
DIMENSION MU12)
COMMON R(1Yelg;,hEX(10,12,k)eP1(4),PZ(4),GR
COMMON /SEll INeINPLIB,|UUT,LTP,LMB

COMMON IDAII HbAU(22),ACT(lO)
OMMUN IPAHI
COMMON IOb/ LIFI,LUK,LIMJ,LII

COMMON IMEII XME1H,IBETA
DATA HMETHIHRFL 1,TETH/HTRAN

DATA
[)0 UU IPFml,LFMAX
BACKSPACE

5UU CONTINUE
LOK=IU
LL=LMAX+I
DU bU IPFm’I,LFMAX
IH=kRH(IPFJ

LUK=LUK+5
DF=HEAD(LUK-’I)
DFM=HEAD(LUK
IF(XMETH,E,KMETH) 0 TU 1UO
LIMP=INT((R+,UUUl)/DF)/I
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LIMIINT(iYU./.UU01 )/DF)/I
60 10 1U1
CUNT NUE
LIMP"I
LIMI|NT ((II/.VUU1)/I)F)/I
CONTINUE
IF(IBETA.EM.1) GH=gU.

LIHJalNT( (H+.UUU1
IU
Z=P1 (IPF)/2(IPF)
DU 1 L=3 LL
LTLU(L)
LNL-2
VLV(LN()
OU 1 HIILIL
XXK(LNI
DU bl NI
!1.1
ZZ*XtFEX(LNZ N IPFJ*CF( )tVL
CONTINUE

HKLHEAD(LUK’)
eRl TE (IUUTb60) HKL,Z
READ(LHU) R
OO 6 ILIPLII
DO b2 Jl ,LIJ

IF{16ETA.E.2) ZDF/2.U

DESCR (I)-UF* LUAT (I-1)+Z
MRITE(]uUTebObf) HKL(DESCR](I)e]I,LI Md

DO 63 IeLIPLIHI
ZDFFLUAT(I-1

CONTINUE
RETURN
FORMAT(1HIIIIH eH INCUMPLETE POLE FIGURE
H NORMALIZATION COEFFICIENT
FORMAT(1H eUF,’lll)
END

HKL=,F).UIII1H

PROGRAM INVLIBtTAPE?,|NPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE=INPUTTAPE$OUTPUT)

|NTEGER SP,SI,S,SZ,SJ
REAL
D|MEN$IUN

D|MENSIUN AK(1U,Z,8),ANS(1Oe12,12)
DIMENSION A(U),(40),O(12),MODHKL(8)
DATA MCCtl$3?b*U.UI,CFMI126*O.Ot
DATA XKIlbOtOoOIkIO*U.OI,BIOtUoOl
DATA MOIl
DATA MODHKL/1UUllO,I11lUZ11,122103113/
DATA

IOUT
LIB’?
MR|TE(IUUTe11UU)

READ(INelO02)
Y|t2,0*YB*AG$
|RLmINT((XSKL/.UOO1)IXGRS)

J6RLz|GRL+’I

16RUINT((A6RU/.UOOl)IXGRS)
JRUi6RU/’I
DO 11 L-211
LPIL/I
LNILol
DO 11 NI LP1
REAO(IN,1UUUJ(A(I$)IS=I,LP1)
DO 1U1 !SleLP1

11 AN$(LNI
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111 lX=l

DO ’ MK=MIXeLTK
IFfMK.NE.MIoUR.LN.NE.L|) 60 TO

355 N
444 CUNT NUE

DO NK=NIAeLN
1=1+1

YX=,O
IFNI.NE.NK) GU TO 40U

T=,g
DO U2 S =1 LN
SS=SI=SP
SZ=SI*SP’2
ZI2.*FLOAI

Q1 sl

F(SZI2*2.NE. $2)

PZ1

Z1=1 .-Zl

&UZ T=Te (kNNK, SI )*(gl* (SINIPZI*F 101 tPZleSINIZNI*FIO) IZRll*Q=*ISlN
*(ZRZ*FIQ)I42*SlN(PZ2*F 1.0) tPZ2))
ZsZ*ANS L 1 NI’ SP) *T

491 CONT NUE
YXsO.*Z
GO TO

5go IFtLI.EU.LN) YX=I.O
400 CONTINUE

60 TO
4 CONT

YXsHCC (JJ
0 TO

5 CONT;NUE

YX=CC(J,
b CONTINUE
CC(JeI)mYX

CONT INU
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

Jg CONT NUE
CONT

g CONT NUE
RITE(LI6)

8 CONTINUE
ENDFILE LI
EiND LIB
STOP

lOng

10U1 FORMAT(IH elXelZ.6elZX)
lOg FORAT(3FIO,1
11U1 FORAT(IHIlIIII1H 6XkHCONSTANT TBLES

CULATIONS)
ZUU FOMAT(1H
5UU FORMAT(1HIlII/IIIH gXHHKL
OUU FORMAT(1HIlIIII1H 6XHTABLE OF CUBIC

*ONS K IIII/)
40UU FORRAT(1H1/I/II1H kX3HTABLE OF ALN

TO TEXTURE CAL

SYMETRICAL FUNCTI

COEFFICIENTS11111)
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